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Waveguide rilters, based on the use or metal inserts in the E-plane or a rectangular 
waveguide, have become widely used in the centimeter and millimeter band because they are 
easy to manuracture and have good electrodynamic characteristics. The structure or such 
a filter usually employed is shown in Fig. la. Symmetrical structures with a number of 
resonant gaps from 2 to 5 are usually used. 

A number of methods or designing such structures exist. The method described in [1] 
is based on an analysis of the currents rlowing in the partitions., and enables the param
eters of the equivalent circuit of the metal insert to be calculated quite rapidly. How
ever, it does not take into account the thickness of the metal insert and the losses due 
t o the conductance of the metal. A procedure based on the matching method is described 
in [2,3] and enables one to construct an accurate model of the system, but it requires a 
considerable amount of calculation on a computer. The conductance of the metal is also 
ignored. 

The method proposed here ror designing such rilters is based on the method described 
in [2], but the amouot or computer time required for a numerical analysis is reduced con
siderably, and unlike [2], the losses in the metal are taken into account. 

We will consider a metal insert in a rectangular waveguide parallel to its narrow 
wall, and we will divide the elementary cell of the filter (Fig. la) into partial regions 
l-3, as shown in Fig. lb. In each of the regions, the fields E and H can be represented 
in the form H=t.n.E=-lfiiJ'[vxm, where IT is the magnetic Hertz vector in each of the regions, 

ll=A=e,e~'.,t•sin(m:Jp1); A± are unknown coerficients, p1, v1 are determined by the dimensions or each 

region 

A A 

m,n are parameters which depend on the conductance of the metal (they will be obtained 
later), ez is the unit vector in the direction of the z axis, and l 0 is the wavelength. 

Using the method of partial regions in the form given in [2], one can obtain the following 

expressions for the elements of the scattering matrix S, which connects the amplitudes of 

the incident waves A+, B+ and the reflected waves A- s::-

(~:)-s (~~): s-JI;: ;:II: 
. (l-1j!)(l+'l'>+~. 2cp 

Su-Su- (I+ '11)'-cp' , Su -su- (I +'11>•-4!1• 

1jl= 8ctgy1l; 8 =- -l (4yJacyz) (I~+ Ii>; cp""' 8/sln y1l 

(here we have assumed that a-d-e, y1 =y1 ), and 

• • 
/ 1 - S sln(nx/a)sln(nx/c)d%; / 1 =- S sin(nxfa)sln[n(a-z)/(a-d))d%. 
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Hence, we can calculate the scattering matrix of a metal insert of rinite length. 
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